TULSA PEACE OFFICERS MAY FACE CHARGES


TO REBUILD NEGRO HOMES

Fund of Half Million Raised to Aid Victims. Death Toll Nearer Thirty—No More Bodies Found.

MANY MAY BE IDLE

British Cotton Workers Face Either Cut or Lockout.

ASSEMBLING IN SAME CLASS

Brief Filed in Supreme Court in Wolf Case. Industries Not to be Publicly Interred, It's Held.

ANSWER TO COL. J. S. DEAN

Governor Allen and Industrial Court Reach No Decision. Criminal Action May Be Started Against Packing Co.

FLYING CLAY FOR DEATHS

A clay pigeon was shot down yesterday in the early morning by a large crowd of citizens.

SURE THING IS DENIED

Danny Chester's Tale of Torture Contradicted on Stand. Both Sides in Sensational Murder Case Have Their Way.

MORE MAY BE IDLE

British Cotton Workers Face Either Cut or Lockout.

CLUES AND OLDER

Cloudy and cooler. Drop in Temperatures from East and Rain Fall Possible.

STORY IS DENIED

Danny Chester's Tale of Torture Contradicted on Stand. Both Sides in Sensational Murder Case Have Their Way.

DOES THE MASTHEAD TELL?

Does the masthead tell the truth? Is the masthead really telling the truth?